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Problem Statement 
 

● Extremely rapid surging flow 

 

● Significant proportion of clay 

 

● Cause serious damage 

 

● Happens in a short time 

 



Problem Statement 

mudslide  usually occurs quickly and with great uncertainty, leaving a 
short response time, so it is easy to cause problems in the disaster 
management process. 
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● Mudslide is difficult to predict and prevent 

 

● Extreme weather conditions hampered escape and rescue efforts 

 

● As a result of the lack of early training, when the disaster occurred 

personnel confusion 

 

● Emergency supplies are in short supply 

 

● Reconstruction after the disaster is difficult 
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Previous case 

Caused by heavy rainfall from Tropical 
Storm Isabel in 1985. The mudflow 
destroyed more than 100 homes and 
claimed an estimated 300 lives. 

Tibes, Ponce, Puerto Rico 
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Previous case 

Occurred at 12 midnight on 8 August 2010. It 
was caused by heavy rainfall and flooding in 
Gansu Province. 

This mudslides killed more than 1,471 people 
as of 21 August 2010, while 1,243 others have 
been rescued and 294 remain missing. 

Around 1,800,000 cubic metres (64,000,000 
cu ft) of mud and rocks swept through the 
town 

Zhouqu, Gansu, China 
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Brainstorming Session 

Before During After 

Detection  Alarm Reconstruction 

Preparation Monitoring Analyze 

Training Rescue Epidemic prevention 

Communication 
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Flow chart 
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Flow chart 
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Fishbone chart 
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COPQ 

Monitoring 

Monitoring 
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6 SIGMA 
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Define 

Problem Statement 

•Dams are unable to stop or slow down the mudslide; 

•Capability of canal is not enough for mudslide to flow; 

•Insufficient food and medical supplies; 

•People cannot evacuate in time. 
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Measure 

Data Collection 

Where will data be 

collected 

Who will provide the 

data 

How often 

Amount of Rainfall Weather Department Every time it rains 

Moisture of soil on mountains On the mountain Geology Department Before and during rain 

Amount of mud flushed down 

the mountain 

In the canal Reconstruction Team After the mudslide 

Local population Local government Every year 

Amount of supplies (food, 

medicine, etc.) used during a 

single mudslide 

Local government After the mudslide 



Gage R&R Analysis 

Gage R&R--ANOVA Method 
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Gage R&R Analysis 
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Analyse 

Rainfall (inches) 

8.86707 8.114762 10.57913 

5.265968 6.174741 8.882498 

6.696338 8.212439 7.4181 

8.773968 8.44493 7.74245 

8.183697 9.180771 7.575326 

8.984158 9.717632 9.678482 

8.367323 7.22412 6.550373 

8.551716 6.426168 8.538369 

7.709114 4.423975 10.43627 

6.727064 6.797707 6.462808 
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Analyse 
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Acceptance Sampling  

AQL=0.05 

LTPD=0.1 

α=0.05 

β=0.1 



Operating Charateristic Curve(OC Curve) 

An OC curve visualizes the 
probability for a sampling 
plan, showing the 
probability of  accepting a 
lot given the percent 
defectiveness. 

 

This probability is calculated 
using a binomial 
distribution. 
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Operating Charateristic Curve(OC Curve) 
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Improve 

Provide solutions to the problem 

•Improvement Strategy 

•Design of Experiments (DOE) 

•Value Stream Map (VSM) 

•Reliability Analysis 

•List of remedies selected 

 



VSM  

Current VSM 
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VSM 

The time can be 
reduced because 
2 activities can 
be done at the 
same time 

 

Future VSM 
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Design of Experimental 

For this experiment we are conducting a full factorial design.  That is we have 3 factors 
(Time, Temp and Catalyst) each of which have two levels and 2 replicates. 

The concept of coding is used to both differentiate between high and low values and to 
determine later values.  Coding is simple taking either the High or Low value 
subtracting the midpoint, divided by the range and then multiplying times two.  This 
normalization is done to ensure a standardized combination of factors.  
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DOE DATA AND CODING 
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Excel DOE   

   Excel can be used to create the framework for this experiment.  Below we have created 
an experiment design where we have our 3 factors, our 2 levels and our 16 runs.  Note 
that Y1 and Y2 represent the responses for the runs. 
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Minitab DOE 

Minitab can be used to create 
the framework for this 
experiment.  Below minitab 
has created a an experiment 
where we have our 3 
factors, our 2 levels and our 
16 runs.  Note that minitab 
has randomized the order in 
which each run is take place. 
In addition we use coded 
values in minitab as well. 
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Minitab DOE 

The below minitab analysis of the DOE 
shows each of the three effects as well 
as the interactions (combinations) of 
effects. 
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Factor Has Effect? 

Time YES 

Temp NO 

Catalyst YES 

Time * Temp NO 

Time * Catalyst NO 

Temp * Catalyst NO 

Time*Temp*Catalyst NO 

The interaction between Time and Temp (Time*TemP) 

has a p-value of 0.589 which is above our alpha value of 

.05 (95% confidence).  We make the assessment that 

the experiment is governed by effects from each factor 

as well as interactions between some factors.  



DOE  Interpretation using graphs 

Minitab graphs can give us the same information as the numerical 
analysis shown above.  Below are graphs for each factor as well each 
interactions. 
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DOE  Interpretation using graphs 
 

This graphs  is Pareto chart.  With the pareto chart we see a boundary line this line is a 
95% confidence boundary.  Factors and interactions that go beyond this line are 
assumed to have and effect, factors and interactions that do not pass this line are 
assumed to have no effect. 
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DOE  Interpretation using graphs 
 

Similarly in the graph to the right in the above figure there is a blue line and several 
dots representing the factors and interactions.  The dots that are red and a distance 
form the line are considered to have an effect while the dot(s) that are black and near 
the line are considered to have not effect.  
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DOE  Estimated cofficients 

Minitab automatically calculates 
the constants and coefficients we 
need for our predictive equation.  
Similar to what we did in Excel.  
The below table displays the 
minitab calculated values for this 
experiment. 
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Combine the Constant along with the coefficients to determine the predictive 
equation.  



Reliability 

According to our design of the Mudslide 
Prevention System, it has the following 
five subsystems:  

(1) monitoring system;  

(2) infrastructure building team;  

(3) supply management team;  

(4) rescue team;  

(5) communication maintaining group.  

If our Mudslide prevention System requires 
a Reliability of 95%, we need reliability of 
99% to each subsystem:  

R(IICU) = R(D)*R(N)*R(SS)*R(V)*R(A)E = 
0.99^5 = 0.95099 
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Generate data 



Reliability 

Example of monitoring 
system: receiving and 
assessing a lot of n = 20 
vibration detectors. 

 Generate the lives (time to 
failure) of n=20 vibration 
detectors, as Exponential 
with Mean Time Between 
Failures: MTBF = 20K 
hours 
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Reliability 
 

The diagram below is the 
cumulative distribution 
function (CDF). According 
our data (after sorted), 20% 
of the failure are less than 
6426.1, the last 10% of the 
failure are greater than 
58067.6.  
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Reliability 
 

If we want to define a Ventilator non-stop work time of 5000 hrs(= 
83.3 hrs = 3.5 days): 

95% CI for Reliability on this Mission Time (working without stopping 
for sched maintenance):[ 0.29 ; 0.61 ] 

 

Since the upper internal is 0.61, that means there are 40% of the time 
our vibration dectectors are not working. Such reliability is not 
acceptable, so we will decrease Mission (maint.) time to 480 min = 8 
hours 

95% CI for Reliability on this Mission Time：[ 0.891; 0.953 ] 
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Reliability 
 

But we do not have the time nor the resources to wait for the Complete 
sample of n = 20 vibration dectectors to have a failure. We will stop 
our test at the First Failure Xk: k = 1 (assume we stop testing at 
time=84.3)  

 

Then we calculate a new 95% CI of the mean is [457, 66,600] 

 

We have reduced testing time from 77648 to 84 min, but paid a price of 
a much larger CI. 
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Control 

•Document the improved process 

•Regular maintenance of facilities built for mudslide 

•Making checklist to see if all supplies are available 

•Regular evacuation training for citizens 

 

Strategies to control the improvement: 
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Attribute SPC 

One point more than 3.00 standard deviations from center line. Test Failed 
at points:  5. We can see that percentage is very high at that point, which 
means the process is unstable. But the mean is going down, and the situation 
is under control.  



Conclusion 

We use the methods of Brainstorming , COPQ, fishbone chart, 
flowchart, let us discover the methods and steps in mitigating 
mudslide  disasters and determine the direction of 
improvement. Use gage R&R and OC curve to analyze rainfall 
data, and use VSM and DOE methods to adjust and improve 
the disaster relief plan to reduce the recovery period. Using 
reliability analysis reduces equipment testing time and makes 
the system more reliable. Lastly, we use control chart to 
control the performance of our system.  
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Thanks for listening! 


